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Abstract. While the research in detection of context features - even
cognitive ones like the user’s goal - steps forward continuously, it is often
focused on the quality of detection. But since context often finds use
in context adaptive systems that proactively adapt to the user’s need,
research should always consider the resulting benefit of context for the
user in any context-based application. This paper presents the results of
a case study which a) evaluates algorithms to detect three subtypes of
user goals in knowledge work and b) focuses on useability issues, that
have a direct impact for a measurable improvement of the work results.
Our work includes a quantitative evaluation like task completion time
improvement and qualitative aspects (e.g. intrusiveness of the system).
Finally, we draw conclusions from our measurements, especially on how
modeling of an adaptive approach at the workplace might take place.

1

Introduction

While low level context features like location or temperature can be determined
easily by appropriate sensors, higher level context is not an explicit state that
could be measured by sensors. In personal information management systems or
context-aware e-learning scenarios, such cognitive context features include the
user’s goal, which is in best case a conscious state of mind expressible by the user.
Neither is it feasible to measure the user’s goal with a physical apparatus, nor is
it adequate to continuously ask the user for his/her goal. Actively interrupting
the user during his/her work reduces the useability of a contextualized information or e-learning system. In most cases frequent pop-ups will immediately lead
the user to a refusal of the overall software system, no matter how helpful the
��
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recommended resources or actions based on the context are. Useability overrules
context-aware adaptation here.
Consequently, research should not only focus on unintrusive context detection
with high precision and accuracy but also on adequate mechanisms in order to
use this context information for applications in provable helpful way. Useability
of context-aware applications might also suﬀer in many ways while reconfiguration of GUI elements or ever changing lists of recommendations might distract
the user from the working task and actually lead to longer task completion times
(eﬃciency) or even lower task completion ratios (eﬀectiveness). As a conclusion
context based systems should not only be benchmarked by the quality of their
context detection mechanisms but primarily by the benefit that context information is gives the user.
In order to analyze eﬀects of the design of context adaptive systems to useability and work results in a corporate knowledge work scenario we set up a
user study with the goal to measure the interrelation between acceptance (i.e.
usability) and eﬃciency (i.e. ability to speed up knowledge work) of a context
detection environment. Therefore we sketch the connection between context and
user goal in Section 2. define a taxonomy of user goals for knowledge work in Section 3 and introduce up-to-date approaches for unintrusive, probabilistic context
detection in Section 4. We instantiate these approaches in a corporate user study
that involves 12 typical tasks of knowledge work (see Section 5). The resulting
improvement of the user’s knowledge work is measured qualitatively and quantitatively in Section 5, before we draw conclusions more on a systems modeling
level.

2

Connection between User Goal and Context

Context adaptive systems generate user support with respect to a user goal identified by the system. This demands an understanding of the connection between
goal and context. To describe this connection, we use an extended k-system
control-circuit model as presented by [1] (see Figure 1), originally used to describe system-world interaction. In our adaptation it shows the dominance of the
user goal on user context mediated by action in and perception of the real world.
A user might have multiple goals concurrently which have diﬀerent relevancies.
We consider the goal with the highest relevance as trigger for the organization
of user-world interaction in a situation. Organization means that the goal leads
to a planning process of the user, how to achieve a goal. The resulting plan as
behavior in rehearsal guides user perception of and user action in the real world,
as described in adaptive resonance theory [2]. Thus, user context is dependent
on a goal and the resulting plan. A respective context term has been introduced
by [3]4 and slightly modified by [5]. They distinguish the following categories of
the real world for an individual:
– Intrinsic Context: Those elements of the physical world which are consciously
perceived and considered by an individual as related to a goal
4
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– Extrinsic Context: Those elements of the physical world which are consciously perceived and not considered as related to a goal
– Unperceived things: Aspects of the real world which are not consciously
perceived by an individual
Context is changed by actions and consumed by perception. That can result
in adaptation of the plan and can again have an eﬀect on the goal, which closes
the modeled control-circuit. A context adaptive system interacts with the control
circuit. It is an element of the real world which detects user actions based on
sensors and deduces user goals based on collected sensor data. In a desktop
environment this means that the actions of the user, like opening applications,
using application-specific functionalities, etc. are indicators which are used to
identify a user goal. Once, the system identifies a user goal three diﬀerent kinds
of support can be given:
– support the perception of the intrinsic context (e.g. highlight specific elements of the context to support user orientation)
– support actions on elements of the intrinsic context (e.g. automation of time
consuming and stereotype activities)
– extend the intrinsic context by adding elements to the conscious and goal
related user perception (e.g. recommendation lists)
To identify goals and decide on reasonable support a thorough understanding of
user goals and their eﬀects on the interaction with the real world is necessary. In
the following we describe the understanding of user goals we followed to realize
a context adaptive system.

Fig. 1. Connection between User Goal and Context

3

Modeling User Goals

In accordance to Broder [6], who defined a taxonomy of user goals for web
retrieval, we sub-divide the concept of user goal into three diﬀerent subtypes
including:
1. Informational Goal
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2. Transactional Goal
3. Navigational Goal
While all subcategories are intentions the user might have during his/her
work, the characteristics and the methodology to detect these goals diﬀer.
In certain work situations the knowledge worker needs factual knowledge in
order to fulfill his/her working task. An informational goal addresses background
knowledge that is necessary to understand concepts with regard to the working
task. If for example the knowledge worker needs to model a software with UML,
the understanding of the concept UML class diagram is crucial to complete the
task. The search for proper knowledge resources, that explain a class diagram,
embodies an informational goal.
The user goes after a transactional goal if s/he is trying to accomplish a
working task in a work process by performing certain transactions. Those transactions might involve user interaction with the system that result in a defined
work result (e.g. a text document or a spreadsheet). The detection of a transactional goal consist of the analysis of the user interaction with the system in
order to reason about the anticipated work task. A work task might be writing
a letter, creating a balance sheet or compiling a presentation.
A navigational goal however is not characterized with regard to content aspects, but does target on a navigation path to a state of location in the work
environment. The user’s intent here is to find a particular document, directory
or file, s/he already used. This involves also web resources like URLs the users
has visited sometimes in the past. The resource might be of interest for him/her
as a template or as an example. The navigational goal represents a description
of the location of the object of interest via a path or a URL.
Since the three types of user goals cover diﬀerent aspects of knowledge work,
the algorithms to anticipate them vary too. The next section describes probabilistic approaches to reason for the supposed goal of the user by analyzing
context features of the work environment (for a detailed enumeration of our
context features see [7]). All approaches target to manage to get along with low
explicit user input (like it would be the case with online learning or feedback
mechanisms), in order not to spoil the useability. We strongly believe the user
is not willing to accept additional eﬀort to support a system that is meant to
support him/her without an overall benefit.

4
4.1

Approaches to User Goal Detection
Informational Goal

In order to estimate the user’s need for information in a certain work situation, the system needs to have means of interpretation of the topic the user is
currently dealing with. The scientific field of topic detection oﬀers a number
of options given a textual corpus that can be analyzed. In distinction to topic
detection in computational linguistics, where the input consist solely of one text
document or fragment, we define the combination of all textual context features
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of the work environment as input for the topic detection. This involves not only
documents currently opened in diﬀerent applications, but also the content of
websites displayed in the browser, window titles and file names. Recent methods for topic detection that deliver good results include e.g. LSA5 [8]. But since
we extract topical information only for the purpose to identify relevant words
or concepts the user might have a question or informational need for, we focus
on simple keyword-based approaches here. The extracted keywords relevant to
the user’s current working task represent potential informational goals the user
needs information on. Based on the list of keywords a knowledge management
system or work-place embedded help system might oﬀer resources that explain
the concept or define the keyword. In a generic scenario the learning resources
can be derived simply by oﬀering the corresponding Wikipedia page to the keyword, in specific corporate scenarios a corporate knowledge repository, reflecting
professional needs is recommended. The relevance of a keywords with regard
to the working task can be estimated by term relevancy measures as in [9] or
given by a static list of relevant terms defined by a domain expert. In a similar
fashion to the APOSDLE approach [10] we applied string matching on a list of
keywords characteristic for a particular task. But in contrast to the APOSDLE
approach the tagged learning material was automatically drawn from Wikipedia,
i.e. referring to pages with the respective tags.
4.2

Transactional Goal

Task detection as a research category, which is used for the identification of
a transactional goal, has already been described in [11], [12] and [7]. We also
proceed with a machine learning approach that uses user interaction with the
system and the work environment itself as an indication for a particular work
task, since after a short training phase which can also be outsourced, the system
works autonomously. Therefore we operate on slices of the event stream captured
by desktop sensors. Our context model here is a holistic one with regard to the
number of features that can be captured on the computer desktop itself, not in
the physical environment around it. We apply a hybrid voting approach between
the decision tree ID3 [13], Naı̈ve Bayes [14], Euclidean distance [15], Irep [16]
and SMO(128) [17] algorithms in this experiment. This outperformed the single
algorithms named on our data set.
4.3

Navigational Goal

The identification of the navigational goal is the task of identifying the next
document to be opened by the user. If we anticipate the document right and
provide a short link the user saves time for navigation and search. We formulate this problem scientifically as sequential prediction and leverage from recent
research in clickstream analysis (see [9]). Without any background models we
create a navigational graph in-time that consists of documents accessed as nodes
5
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and transitions between two documents as vertices in the graph. A sample graph
from our user study is shown in Figure 2. The detection of the matching document is then based on a sequence of documents in the navigation path, which
was recently used by the user. On this graph we can use partitioning algorithms
and propose all navigation objects in the actual partition that have not been
accessed in the actual session. Phase 1 of our user study showed the most eﬀective results for navigational goal detection, which are based on the paradigm of
spreading activation [18] on such a navigational graph.

Fig. 2. Navigational graph enabling algorithms without task or domain model

5

Design of the User Study

The following paragraph describes the general setup of our in-house context detection study in the corporate environment of a large software company with
dominant characteristics of knowledge work in daily business. Our general research question addresses not only the accuracy of context detection itself but
also the interrelation between acceptance (i.e. usability) and eﬃciency (i.e. ability to speed up knowledge work) of the described context detection environment.
The experiment consisted of two phases:
In phase 1 we collected training and evaluation data. We used these data
to improve our system and find the best machine learning algorithms and parameters for the recommendation algorithms. In phase 2 we tested the improved
system.
Our report will sketch these phases, discuss the measurements and draw conclusions for the introduction of context detection to an organization - in general,
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along task models and along domain ontologies characterizing the organization.
Phase 1
We defined 12 tasks, which have been performed by 20 participants from
the SAP Research CEC Darmstadt (mainly postdoc-level researchers and PhD
candidates) during the first phase without any contextualized support.
The tasks are condensed versions of typical work a researcher has to carry out
in the context of the industrial research projects, transfer projects and program
activities at SAP Research in Darmstadt (comments in italics):
1. create a presentation on Generics in Java (i.e. preparing technical slides)
2. leave request (interacting with a typical SAP tool)
3. update the SRN (the SAP Research Knowledge Representation Tool) page
of your project
4. distribute presentation slides (find the right people and their full names to
send slides to)
5. visualization of quantitative research results (MS Excel-style)
6. translation of executive summary (a typical task as SAP is a bilingual company)
7. code development: Hello World class in Java (very simplified programming
task)
8. create a handout (for a presentation)
9. create a UML-diagram (very simplified)
10. budget calculation (no tool pre-nominated)
11. software update (non-automatic software update of one tool)
12. inventory update (modeled as an interruption of another task)
To avoid correlations between the tasks the participants got the tasks in a
random order. During the data collection phase these tasks were conducted in a
restricted time and with some hints on supporting material (e.g. the presentation
slides). We collected the data in a database and labeled it according to the task
in which it was collected.
Phase 2
In this phase we let 15 participants from the SAP Research CEC Darmstadt
(a true subset of the phase 1 participants) perform the tasks a second time in
random order. This time they were supported by our context detection system
(see Figure 3). This happened weeks after the first phase to blur the participants
memory on how the tasks are performed - a quite realistic condition with support from our system. In comparison to recent approaches (e.g. APOSDLE P3)
we used a very simplified user interface (see the screenshot below) only showing
documents stemming from task detection, topic detection and clickstream analysis to collect information about how our system helps them to fulfill the task
faster and easier. By design, the users in phase 2 had as easy access to the tools
for the tasks (left side, for instance MS Excel) as in phase 1 to principally enable
work without context detected support.
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Fig. 3. Screenshot of the simplified UI - the right hand sidebar showing three potential
recommended list of documents from topic detection (with a topic as informational
goal), purely unsupervised mechanisms based on the users clickstream (a document or
URL as a navigational goal) and task detection (with a task as transactional goal).

5.1

Evaluation and Discussion

We used a connection of the users actions to a system clock to measure the
amount of time needed per task in phase 1 and phase 2. Figure 4 shows a
detailed time analysis in the form of and the relative amount of time gained
(green) or lost (red) with/without context adaptive support.
The average user became 30% faster on an average task. Intuitively, this
number is more than the speed-up expected without tool support by a pure
learning eﬀect with scrambled, once interrupted short tasks resembling a heavy
workload. But the proof via a control group that tool support is the reason for
speed-up is still missing.
The two most eﬀectively tasks speeded up were routine tasks (Update SRN
and Software Update) with relatively low involvement of personal creativity.
However, despite the fact that these were routine tasks, their repetitivety is low
enough to still oﬀer enormous room for automated support as in our study, e.g.
by just presenting the right entry point to the system to be updated. Tasks like
Visualization Results and the ones on Prototype Development or Translation
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Fig. 4. Speed measurements, relative speed-up (green) or slow-down (red) of users

involve more creativity, but still show the supportability by context detection in
our lab setting. There was one user (User 2), who was very much distracted by the
recommendation system - at least in a positive sense, as s/he liked the system
very much and started playing with it. This attitude seems to be an outlier
in comparison to the other fourteen users. Another outlier, the leave request
with relatively many users taking more time to perform with context detection
support, lacks explanation so far. None of the 15 users found particular bad
suggestions by the system regarding this task - and even 43% of the users found
particularly good recommendations in that task.
Figure 5 shows the overall satisfaction with the combination of tools as determined by a questionnaire.
A surprising result shown at the top of Figure 5 is the overall opinion about
the intrusiveness of the system. 57% of the users did not feel intrusiveness, a
reason to follow to the presentation of documents and not tasks and topics, such
as in APOSDLE P3 [19] and similar systems as the Microsoft Oﬃce Assistant.
As the design of the UI came nearly by chance and just piggy-bagged of the
scientific approach to make the three diﬀerent flavors of context detection (navigational, transactional, informational) comparable for the lab study, we see a
very interesting anchor for further UI design around the smoothly morphing list
of document hits updated by the context detection regularly. Further research
in that direction drawing a distinction from the current metaphors “pop-up of
suggestions” or “click to get a context-based suggestion” seems to be very valuable. Although the system was not felt to be very intrusive (or at least by a
minority of the users perceived as such), a strong majority (93%) of the users
were aware of the fact, that diﬀerent kinds of context detection were designed to
support them. The recommendation of documents from the spreading activation
algorithm turned out to be most valuable from the users perspective. We also
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Fig. 5. Results of the questionnaires

related this question to the click behavior, which showed that these documents
from the navigational mechanism were also selected most often - in contrast to a
mediate selection (and a medium judgement in the questionnaires) of documents
from the task detection and almost no response to the topic detection. This is
a clear distinction from the results in the summative evaluation of APOSDLE,
where the topic detection was favored above the task detection. The outcome
depends on the quality of the models and annotation. In this experiment, the
linking to Wikipedia was perceived as too general even for “non-oﬃce” tasks,
where a source of encyclopedic knowledge might be expected as useful. The other
way around, navigational mechanisms do not depend on models, supported the
users in our study - but have the conceptual drawback of only referring to documents, which were already at least touched by the users (i.e. triggering the
question, how new knowledge can be transported to the individual user, a question of true knowledge transfer in the organization).
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Finally, the system was perceived as helpful, which we conclude from the
combination of the two facts that it caused speed-up and that most of the users
claimed, that they would use it again. The questions which remain open are less
on the algorithmic side, but more on the organizational side and UI side:
– How to eﬀectively and eﬃciently connect models to the context detection and
how to complement this with the more personal navigational mechanisms?
– Which UI-metaphor is best suited for presenting the continuous flow of
context-dependent suggestions?
– Does the possible extension of defining and adopting holistic enterprise models compensate the heavy modeling eﬀort?

6

Summary and Outlook

We identified the best context detection algorithms in a specific empirically accessible workplace environment. Our study included task detection, topic detection and model-free, purely statistically determined navigational context detection. Contextualized support seems to be helpful along with the right metaphor
for the UI but - when going beyond the helpful reconstruction of personal document streams and piles - strongly dependent on the investment in the modeling
of tasks and topics (i.e. in transactional and informational goals). Thus the main
follow-up of our study is, that we are now in the position to suggest a way of
context detection intertwined with modeling, which slightly deviates from the
strategy taken in e.g. APOSDLE integrated modeling [20]. The key is human
activity monitoring: We suggest to apply context detection already in the very
early phases of task and topic modeling by navigational mechanisms individually and to complement this by task models and ontologies, which in some sense
(e.g. by pooling search terms passed to search engines) are seeded decentrally in
the organization. The purpose is to focus modeling on situations, where we can
automatically determine, that navigational context detection passes back values
(e.g. documents), which are from the personal history, but do not reflect the
user’s goal. Such a gap analysis should determine the shape of the domain and
task model. This diﬀers from a modeling strategy of interviewing experts and
opens the door to a more decentralized and continuous way of relating detection
mechanisms and modeling. However, the knowledge engineer and the domain expert are still be needed to work on the seed we mentioned as a result of human
activity monitoring and the later phases of validation. In our upcoming work, we
will focus on the category of transactional goals. We want to use user action data
of multiple users to identify reoccuring subcategories of the transactional goal.
For these subcategories we want to provide identification mechanisms and realize
specific, proactive user support. This will help to get a better understanding of
the diﬀerence and similarity of transactional goals of multiple users.
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